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ABSTRACT
A computer program based on the theoretical work of Gyftopoulos,
Steiner, and. Levine on bimetallic systems and. using a modified. version of
,V --r.-lb. %-v-1lhl suuoroullne oulrFI-o nas been written for the UNIVAC ii08.
This program, WFGSL, accepts the operating conditions and the physical
parameters pertinent to the substrate and adsorbate and outputs the field.-
free work function, electron current (Richard.son equation), ion current
(Saha equation), and fractional substrate coverage by the ad.sorbate. A brief
description of the theory is presented. together with a program description
and. listing. An application of the program to a bimetallic system of cesium
(adsorbate) and rhenium (substrate) is also described.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In thermionic energy conversion, the work function of an emitter in
contact with cesium vapor is a controlling parameter determining the rate of
electron emission and thus converter efficiency. An understanding of the
adsorbate-substrate interaction is essential to the development of more effi-
cient thermionic converters. The theoretical work of Gyftopoulos, Steiner,
and Levine (Refs. 1, 2) on the general bimetallic system evaluates the work
function of this system as a function of its physical parameters.
This theory has been incorporated. in a program using a modified ver-
sion of Wilkins' SIMCON subroutine SURFAS (Ref. 3). The program serves
as a tool in evaluating possible changes in a converter due to changes in the
work function of the emitting surface with time. Although cesium is the only
adsorbate considered here, the computer program is general in nature and
can be used. for other bimetallic systems. The program accepts the operat-
ing conditions and the physical parameters pertinent to the substrate and
adsorbate and. outputs the field-free work function, electron current, ion
current, and fractional substrate coverage by the adsorbate. The code
differs from Wilkins' program in format usage, input parameters, and out-
put information; the printed plus graphical output facilitates the comparison
of theoretical and. experimental work.
II. THE OR Y
The work function of a pure metal can be identified with the neutral
electronegativity of valence orbitals in the surface atoms. Using this ap-
proach, the work function for a bimetallic surface can be viewed as a per-
turbation from the bare work function. The perturbation arises from
substrate-adsorbate (s-f) and adsorbate-ad.sorbate (f-f) interactions (Fig. 1).
In an s-f bond, there is a charge transfer due to a difference in the
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electronegativities of the atoms. This charge transfer results in a dipole
double layer whose electrostatic potential is superimposed on the electro-
negativity of the substrate atoms. The perturbation which results is taken
to be proportional to the electronic charge transferred, F. The f-f bond
resulting from charge overlap also produces an electrostatic potential, again
affecting the bare substrate electronegativity. This perturbation is assumed
proportional to the amount of charge overlap, Q. Thus, our basic relation
(Refs. 1, 2) is
q = 4
s
+ cQ + bF, (1)
where ~ is the perturbed neutral electronegativity, 4s is the bare substrate
work function (unperturbed neutral electronegativity), and c and b are con-
stants of proportionality. Observe that ~ = ~s at 0 = 0 (O is the fraction of
substrate coverage by the adsorbate) since Q and F are zero by definition.
It is found experimentally that with a one-monolayer coverage (0 = 1),
the work function is approximately equal to the adsorbate work function, qf:
P = 4f, 0 = 1. (2)
Equation (2) is therefore a boundary condition for (1).
The quantities cQ and bF may be derived, and result in the following
equations:
cQ = -(qs - f)M, (3)
where M is a Morse function defined by
M = 2 exp [+ad0 ( - 0-1/)]- exp [+2ad(1 - 0-1/2)], (4)
where adO = 2.97.0
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For bF it is found (Ref. 1) that
-0. 905 (10 6) V (R cos I) o-0
b =f eV/coulumb, (5)
(1 a( + 3/2 3/)
F ()s f)( - M) (6)0 Yee1/2 '
D O + D 1
e
valent s-f bond, and. D1 is an adjustable parameter, which may be approxi-
mated by (Ref. 1) D1 = 1. 3 (s + %f) (-28. 75/R), where R is in A. Note
that (2) is satisfied since F(1) = 0.
III. PROGRAM
The program logic determining the cesiated work function ~ and the
fractional coverage 0 as functions of T S and TR consists of two nested
iteration loops. The inner loop uses Newton's method to solve for F in (6),
assuming an initial value of 0.5 for 8 and 0.5 for F. After solving for F,
the arrival rate is set equal to the desorption rate of adsorbate atoms.
Since the latter quantity is a function of both 4 and 0, it will not equal the
arrival rate for the initial guess of 0. Thus 0 is changed accordingly to
bring the arrival and desorption rates into equality. Having adjusted 0
according to the difference between the arrival and desorption rates, it is
now necessary to recalculate F to determine the new value of 9. Figure 3
presents a flowchart of the SURFAS subroutine. Table 1 presents the input
parameters. Besides the output listed. in the introduction, WFGSL uses. the
CalComp plotter to generate a graph of ~ versus TS/TR. A listing of
WFGSL is given in Appendix A, along with a sample data deck and the corre-
spond.ing output (Appendix B).
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IV. RESULTS
The results appearing in Figs. 4-8 are for a rhenium substrate and
cesium adsorbate. The physical constants that were used appear in the data
deck of Appendix A. The curves in Figs. 4-7 show the dependence of the
work function 4 on the parameters 0', 0s' oa, D1 (bare work function,
substrate density, ad.sorbate density, and. adjustable parameter, respectively).
In Fig. 4, ~ is plotted as a function of the ratio between substrate and
ad.sorbate temperature for various values of the bare work functions. As is
expected, a change in the bare work function results in a vertical displace-
ment in the curves. figure 5 shows the effect of varying the substrate
density rs while keeping the adsorbate density fixed. The effect is seen to
be most pronounced for smaller values of TS/TR, where the fractional cover-
age and thus the substrate-ad.sorbate interactions are greatest. In Fig. 6,
the substrate density is held constant while the adsorbate density is varied.
The curves show the strong dependence of ~ on the ad.sorbate; with increas-
ing adsorbate density the work function is lowered significantly even at high
substrate-ad.sorbate temperature ratios. Figure 7 shows that cesiated. work
functions shift by a constant amount over the entire range of temperature
ratios as the adjustable parameter D 1 is varied. In Fig. 8 an experimental
curve (Ref. 4) is shown together with a theoretical curve generated by
WFGSL. The agreement is seen to be excellent.
V. CONCLUSION
A computer program, WFGSL, based on Gyftopoulos, Steiner, and.
Levine's work on bimetallic systems and. using a modified version of Wilkins'
SIMCON subroutine SURFAS has been developed. for use on the UNIVAC 1108.
The program determines the field-free cesiated work function, electron cur-
rent, ion current, and fractional substrate coverage by the adsorbate. The
indicated relation between p, the calculated work function, and. the various
physical input parameters is found to be consistent with expectations;
agreement between experimental work functions and theoretical work func-
tions is shown to be good.
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Table 1. Input parameters
Card Columns Parameter Units Format
1 1-5 Number of independent cases > 1 - 15
6-80 Blank
Parameter, substrate properties
2 1-8 Atomic weight amu F8. 3
9--16 Bare work function eV rF.3
17-24 Full coverage work function eV F8. 3
25-32 Heat of sublimation eV F8. 3
33-40 Metaflic radius A F8. 3
41-48 Bond strength - F8.3
49-56 Substrate atom density A F8. 3
57-64 Adsorption site density A F8.3
65-72 D 1 eV F8.3
73-80 Blank F8.3
Parameter, vapor properties
3 1-8 Atomic weight amu F8. 3
9-16 Heat of sublimation eV F8. 3
17-24 Metallic radius A F8. 3
25-32 Bond strength - F8. 3
33-40 Ionization potential eV F8. 3
41-48 Electron-neutral cross section A2 F8.3
49-56 Ion-neutral cross section A F8.3
57-80 Blank F8. 3
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Table 1 (contd)







Fig. 2. Maximum ligancy on the Ill-plane
of tungsten
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Card. Columns Parameter Units Format
4 1-5 Number of substrate temperatures to be read -- I5
6 -80 Blank
5 1-10 Substrate temperature T K F10.5
11-15 Number of adsorbate temperatures to be read. - 15




6 1-10 Adsorbate temperature TR K F10. 5
11-80 Blank
7




4.1 D1 = 0.840 eV
A 0 = 4.8 eV
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Fig. 4. Variation in 4 (TS/TR, Y0)
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DIMENSION RAT(10),WF(10)





.-------.......5-]-6---F- -I- W --..................................-----....--------------...........................DO 10 NUCSNF=1,NUCS
RFAD(5,101)  AGhFR:CSC.,SVIGC.CSS . ^i'.C'IG
READ(59100) NUSB
WRITE(6,120)
WRITE(6,103) ASFOSsFCSHSRSSS 9SDS ADcSCS
--..------- - -. rTE(-6.1-9 ..------- -------- ---- --------------------------------------------------------------










IF(NUSBCN.NE.1) GO TO 3
- ~~-------~-----~~-~~----~-~---- s--------------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL AXIS(0.CC.0O 5HTS/TR,-51s^. ,O.,OJRAT( l) ,RAT(J)





CALL SURFAS (AS,FO$,FCS,r SRS,SSSSS$SADSCSTSPGwFSOJO IO DS, 
RATIO=TS/TR
IF (NOCONV.NE.1} GO TO 4
'RITE (6,1]7) TSTR
WiF(NU.JRTCN') =2.0
.---..------- .. F/¥¥T-  CT ---------------........-- ---.--- ..---------------------- ---------





------------- -- Y----SO -- ------------ --------------------------------------------------------------- ----- '--'-
IF(NURTCN.NE.1i GO TO 5
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._--- -_RIJELA6-'9-1 2 T aaJiJsi.sPATIQisiE v.-0L S----QS- -----------------------
GO TO 9
5 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,106) TR,IAT IC, FSO,JOIO , DS
9 CONTINUE




101 FORMAT ( 1F. 3 )
102 FORiAT(F1C.5,15)
103 FOR.VAT(iHO,9F12.3)
10 FOP .A T(l!H lbH GAP SPACING =_F5.1)
12 FORMAT ( 108HO AT WT F W FUN C w FUN SUR HEAT R
TADIUS BONO ST? SU' DFEN ADiS EFN D! ENERGY)
121 FORt'MAT( 1 :4H , AT WT SU J HEAT RADIUS BOND STR IO
1N PCT E-N XSEC I-N XSEC)
122 FOR44AT( .'iiO SUc TE7iiP RES TEMP TS/TR W.ORK FUN
I JO 10 FIRAC COV)
5 FOR AT( H F12.,F12.6,F124)-----------------------------------------------
106 FOiAT(3X,4F12.-3,-F2.6,F].2.+4)
107 FORiNi-AT (fCX', 0HSuRI-AS IS -Ui'v(O9NVER6EL) FOi TS =,F8.,10H AND TR -=,F
END
-FOR, IN S UFAc
-'UBRCUT IN-E DURF AS(,AS OF0GHSi.iS.,SS CS.,ACTSPG, FS EES EISC
15,NOCC'NV)
CSURFA.S SUPF ACE "H _ _ I0 SU ROUT tINE
COYMrON A(,hG,SG,SG VG'iG,VAL(;,CSECCSiG
CC
C EVALL ATSc ASO RPTIU\! SYSTENi PAIRA 'ETERS
CC
S.G 2.0
--- - - --- --- -- I-C -- -* S S -S --------------------- ----------- -------  -------- --- - - - -
ADS = 1 '.',*ASS
R = - +' S
COSR = S-RT(1.G - 5C.O/(SD*R**2.))
. = iG4*3 + 1.65 S*
C1 - C'. 05 'R-'Ai .) *CCS/ ( 1 . C+ALF/-' * )3
C2 = T --- -¥--5 ----3--L---.--------------- - ------ ---------------------------------
,S _ _
S = 2./!(SG/SS + SS/SG)
'C = OSRT( HS-Hr3 ) ~S
S = . 6E+-/(A TS-----------------------------------
EGIN S CO T T------ ----------------------------------------
C_ ._I 
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CS = 0.5
.. .L_ _ _-___ELC _ -.--------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
10 CONTINUE
NCS = NCS + 1
IF(NCS.GT.35) GO TO 45
G- l.0 - 3.0*CS*C' + 2.*CS*CS*CS_
DG = -6.0*CS*(1.0-CS)
cr _ _ _ _- - - - - - - _- - - -- - - -
C BEGIN FRACTIONAL CHARGE TRANSFER ITERATICN
CC
NF = 0
. ._--_ _ _F=0._ -5 _- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- '
12 CONTINUE
NF = NF +1
IF(NF.GT.15) GO TO 45
FOF = DO*F/SQRT(1.0-F**2) + C3*F - (FOS-FOG)*G
DFOF = DO/(1.0-F)*2)**1.5 + C3
FN = F - FOF/DFOF
IF(FN LE .O ) FN = .5*F
IF(FN.GE.1.0) FN = 0o.5*(1.O+F)




C END FRACTIONAL CHARGE TRANSFER ITERATION
CC
15 FAS = DO*SGRT(1.O-F**2) - 0.5*C3*F**2 + F*CFCS-FOG)*G
DFAS = F*(FOS-FO0)*DG
FS = FOG + (FOS-FOG)*G - F*C1*CS/(1.-+C2*CS**1.5)
FREU1 = 2.50E-6*SQRT(FAS)*SCIRT((AG+4.0*AS)/(2. O*AG*AS))/(R*COsD)
U= 0.5*CS*DFAS/FAS
FRE_ = FREQ1*EXP(U)





25 DELCS = DELCS/2.0
CS = CS + DELCS
GO TO 1;
30 DELCS = DELCS/2.0
CS = CS - DELCS
GO TO 10
CC
C¢ END SURFACE COVERAGL IT
CC
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C COIMPUTE ELECTRONi AND ION EY'ISSION CURRENT DFNSITIES
CC
40 FFS =.120.O*TS**2*EXP(-1160C.C*FS/TTS)










186.2 4.8 1.95 8.07 1.35 2.62 0.101 0."29 0.72






























-- 44f. ---- ----------------------------------- _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ -_
-FIN NI F-
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM OUTPUT
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REDRAWN FROM COMPUTER OUTPUT -
SYMBOLS INDICATE DIFFERENT
EMITTER TEMPERATURES
I I I I I
18
